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About This Game

Bowl or Beware!

From the depths of the graveyard…a gruesome gang in search of brains! When Zombies show up at the town’s lanes, it’s up to
you to put ‘em back in the ground!

The Zombies have taken over your favorite lanes, and it’s up to you to send ‘em back to the graveyard where they belong! Select
a colorful character to take on the attacking Zombies with your favorite ball and a few tricks and treats. Give a whole new

meaning to Zombie strike when you set ‘em up and take ‘em down with cool power ups and tricky obstacles.

Six screamy lanes to battle your way through to the big Showdown!
10 terrifying balls and 1 Zombie head to choose from
Crafty tricks to throw those Zombies for a loop: Werewolves, MiniCorpses, Buzz Saw and Dance Fever
Delectable treats to help you knock ‘em dead: ZombieNator, Meatball, ZomBees and Brain Balls
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Zombies advance if you miss them the first time, so get your aim on!
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Future of this game is so bright that I don't need to use any light modules on my ship.
10/10 Get this game if you like space ship builder/combat games, if not buy anyway.Because you will love it either way
:D. This game contains an extremely difficult level, bringing to the player a great challenge, the game is not expensive,
it has great graphics that are nothing less than the graphics of the NES (Nintendo Entertainment System). If the game had
achievements it would probably boost the re-play factor. I recommend this game only for harder players, because this game is
very difficult and for a casual player it would be complicated to zero it.. Certainly has potential but lacks content at the
moment.. Having played a few visual novels in my time I can recommend this to anyone trying to get into the visual novel scene.

This is a perfect "starter" for anyone that isnt sure what a visual novel is. For those a bit more experienced its still a pretty
entertaining and easy to read book infact thats what makes it good, its easy, to read.

Its story is easy to follow, the visual style also keeps it fresh and every mini plot within each episode keeps every episode
interesting so you never get bored.

Id say its a nice little ride from beginning to end, enjoy it, its worth the price and the buy.

Only downside is its got no voice acting and the music is a hit\/miss thing depending on your tastes. Its sound quality can also be
a little blasting even when you've got the volume low.

Still, its a good ride no catch required.

Id recommend it to anyone, honestly.. Well its not a bad manager soccer game since its free
But i has some payment to make you easy to play
And since i have no luck play manager game i quit after nearly and hour play it ==
7/10 for me. Superfighters is on Steam!

Forever has "Superfighters" been a flash classic and download perfection. From the very beggining the game found fast paces
physics action, with tense battles where every one is different. Ranging from tense 2-sided stalemate gunfights to free for all
melee brawls, there's always a battle different from any other awaiing. The games fighting and control mechanics give the player
every needed option to destroy the enemy.
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I would currently and likely will always reccomend this game for the piece of good work it is. <3
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Excellent game I would recommend for everyone the only bad thing is the low player base.

SPREAD THE WORD ABOUT THIS GAME!. Angle of Attack is yet another variation of Derek Smart's Battlecruiser 3000
"franchise". It started as a comprehensive simulation of a starship command, down to crew and food, and weapons, and trading
and planets and fleet that starships moving all around you, doing their own things, and you can help your own side in the war
effort. In Angle of Attack, you are down to one planet, with jump gates that takes you to other parts of the planet, and you can
attack or defend as you wish against the humankind's nemesis, the Gamulons.

In practice, the game essentially has you playing lone wolf attacking things when you can and dying here and there then respawn
to do it all over again. There are bazillion different combinations of weapons and crafts, but they don't really feel that different.
Flightwise, controls are difficult, as the vehicles transition between VTOL (hover) and high-speed flight almost without
warning, and missile avoidance is a matter of luck. You rarely if ever see friendlies and there seem to be no strategy to the
miliary, making you feel as if you're just playing in someone else's sandbox.

All in all, I should have expected this as MOTS, as that's the same feeling I got from playing BC3K (and its various incarnations,
such as "Universal Combat").. Next to the Age of Charlemagne add-on, this is the culture-pack to get. Having started out either
building an army and having revolts on my hands, or trying to remian at peace and having neighbors harrasing me, this was
where I should have begun to understand the dynamics of this game. The Picts have got to be one of the best groups since you
are buffered by the Caledonians, and a natural ally of the Ebdanians (Oirish), and you get a chance to start working with the
politics, technologies and building up a city without getting clobbered consistantly. With very little effort, you can unite with the
other two factions and take over all of Britain, and then start hitting the mainland. The mix of combatants is excellent and gives
a completly unique feel to the combat possibilities. You can carry on raids, ambushes, sieges while using the seas for hit and run
raids, so it's the best of all worlds medieval. Allying with large armies of Caledonians is great, since if you are new you get a feel
for the tactics and can make goofy mistakes without losing your army. All in all this culture-pack is like a game within the
game, and really is a great learning tool plus a lot of fun if you like crazy units in combat and slash and burn raids.. Like
zombies and ten pin bowling? well you're in for a treat then... Very funny and cute. A great way to pass the time if you enjoy
games where you have to manage your stats.. Such a wonderful game. just have fun and let go all the burden from ur brain. Very
short game, mediocre graphics, but cheap and addictive.. Villagers != Banished. Both titles are various games but theme is this
same... City builder in early medieval... For me game is harder than Banished so i had more fun. Different types of maps...
River, swamp ( you can see this in Banished). Very limited.. Master levels for Doom II

Basically this is just another expansion to Doom II. It offers you twenty new levels and the basic great gameplay of doom. Maps
are really well done and offer you some challenge. Really good expansion.

8/10.
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